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The present invention relates to nuclear reactom and
more particularly to homogeneous nuclear. reactors utilizi-
ng a liquid fuel.

The nuclear reactor of the present invention_ i.. an
improved reactor of the homogeneous type, and is de-
scribed as particularly suitable for Use:a; > .:<@trCh-\fe-.——— ————.—
vice where a maintenance free reactor of m@erately high
neutron flux is desired.

Homogeneous reactors. of the pripr art generally re-
quire extensive fuel handling and gai .retonibjning sys-
tems. Also, in the prim ‘art reactors,’ extensive fueI cir-
culating apparatus is re-qnired or such reactors are_dlas-
tically restricted to low power levels because of re-
liance on convection circulation. . No~St@ -restrictions
are required in the Trrssent invention~~i~ce C’ofiection
circulation is materially .Qided by the d@igg’ and o@iating
temperature of the syst~rn: -,. =_. r.<.

Although the description of the pre&reeeybodJnent
...”..

is specific to a power level of the. “order o~. 100 .k]!~watts
at which the central netlfroh “flLIxis_ab”o~=~W2. KQiito.ns
per square cm.- per sec.- nstigordigary-:~k~gr.,as.~ _rnod~r-
ator, an approprfi”te scale-up of_.the regct~r. of~the pies-
ent invention conkl uperate ‘in the rnt~awatt.:regron for
heat or power generation. The m“o~ifica~iogs rqrired. .. . . . . . ..
wottld include a larger cntlcal r~gi@;”_h~at_ e@iiiLging
capacity, ‘and volume of fuel.

The preferred embodiment of “die’ pr&iit lnverifion
provides for the removal of heat from. the critical region
by utilizing the steam bubbles forfid in the critical
region, The critical region has a plurality of upwardly
extending small diameter tubes. The liquid fuel “is di-
rected up these tubes and down the adjacent annular area
containing heat exchanging apparatus and back into the
critical region. It is the r.?lalj.on of the length and
diameter. of these tubes. which distirr~.ishes the -present
invention from the c.ircul.sting systems of the prior art.

Further, in the pres?nt inventi.qn, fh~ liquid-gas inter-
face is not wilhin. @e...critcalal region; i. c. rt@ w;thin
the geometry which detemine.s the critical mass. There-
fore, disturbances on the liquid surfam will havci a re-
,ducyl effect upon the power jand neutrofi level.

The reactor of. the present jnventjog~js, primarily con-
trolled by its negative temperature c~effi.cimt of reactiv-
ity and the power level may be adjusted by_regulating- the
flow of cooling fluid, For .a .s?eady :gE@r.~n flux, “a &n-
stant rate of flow will be requir.~.. ~o.w.ever, ccmven-
tional control rods. may be used if desired,

Therefore, it is an object of the. p~s?nt invention to
provide a homogeneo}v..nu~ !ea.r reactot.w.hich is relatively
inexpensive to. build, safe to operate, compact in ar-
rangement and which has an improved lfquid fuel. cir-
culating system.

Another object of the present invention is to provide a
homogeneous nuclear reactor. which utifizes the bubbles
formed in the !iquid fuel .to circulafe. the liquid fuel
through a heat exchange!._
A further object of the present invenli.on. is ~o provide

a method and apparatus for. .circulatiog the. liquid fuel
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2
of a homogeneous reactor in a simple and rapid manner
without the use of complicated circulating apparatus.

A still ~urther’obect of the present invention is to pro-
vide a method and apparatus for circulating the liquid
fuel of a homogeneous reactor which results in a higlily
stable neutron flux level.

Other objects and advantages of the present invention
will become more apparent from the following descrip-
tion inchrding drawings, hereby made a part of the ~ci-
fication, wherein:.

Figure 1 is a sectional view of one embodiment of the
present invention showing the internal components there-
of,

Figure 2 is a detailed sectional view of the_ reaction
shell and associated circu!ai illg b~bes,

Hgure 3 is a schematic diagram of the circu[aLingsys-
temj aid

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of one modification
of the present invention.

. . APPARATUS

The preferred embodiment of the present in,mntion
shown in Figure 1 comprises a closed reactor vesseI 11,
“preferably fabricated from stainless steel, having a
flanged top plate- mernbly 12. The top plate assembly
12 consists of the vesseI flange, ‘a--central plate 13 a@
a manifold plate 13(1. The central plate 13 is sealed to
the flange of the reactrir VCSW111 and contains appropri-
ate” coolant iinlet channels and steam out!ct chonncls con-
nected, respectively, to a coolant SUI;PI:;‘and ~mwer t-re-
ducing fa,cilities. The manifold 13u is sealed to the
top of central plate “13. ---

The interior chamber of the- vmscl 11 of the preferred
~bodiment may be divided int6 three sectiorrs. The
first sectitin is the critical region 14”and is located near
the “bottom of the vessel 11. The_ second region is the
heat exchanger and tube bundle region 15, and is lo-
cated immediately above the critical region. The third
region is the ‘gas recombination region 16 which is located
in the top of the vessel- 11, i. e., ‘above region 15. The
critical region 14 of the vessel 11 in the preferred em-
bodiment has a spherical reaction shell or baffle 17 fab-
rication from stainless steel having a thickness of about
0.1 inch. In this manner its effect upon critical dimen-
sion calculations.. is negligible,.. T_he lower pQrtion of
the. reaction shell 17 is ~rforated. as. .at 18 or otherwise
partially open so that .Iiqujd fuel may enter.. The re-
action shell 17 is supported in any conventional manner
in spaced relatiQn. tg tile bottom and the sides of vessel
11 thereby allowing liquid “fuel to Ifowthrcrugh the chan-
nel. 1.9 .s.0 formed_. Channel. 19.. Las. approxim~tely the
iti~i .cro~s sectional flow “area as ‘tie” ‘toIal flow area of
tdie-tu%.es 20.
‘ Exteniilii~-upwardly from the criiicil re~ion is a bundle
of small diameter tubes 20 welded to the top portion...-——...
o“f reaction she~l ‘N. T%e;e tubes extend- upvmrdly from
the reaction shell 17 and connect the interior ‘of the
sheIl 17 with the” upper portion tif the heat exchanger
region 15. The tubes 20 are spatied from the walls of
vessel 11 thereby forming down-channel 21. The nrrm -
ber of tubes reqrdred. is dependent upon the circulating
rate re.quirgd. .Fcsr exan@e, M the specific embodiment
ljeing ‘described about 100 of these tubes would be re-
quired for the desired pQwer output and circulation rate.
The. tubes are welded or otherwise atta~hed to each other
in. s.u~.h.a..rn~nner that, th~ lInters&c_es__between tubes. are
sealed from the liquid fuel.” ‘The-&in@i ~nd diameter. of
these tubes are. an important .as~ct of the present in-
vention.
‘- Tkie-fength of each tube ~0, see Figure, 2, in the pre-
ferred embodiment ~s at ‘leas! as long as the height. of
thecritical regioq~7) so that the &-aj&’ity of the bubbles
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%e formed in the tube rather than in the critical region.
The diameter of the tube should be of the same order of
magnitude as the diameter-of the bubble upon reaching
the upper portion of the tube. These re!aticms result
in a greater circulation rate than is possible by utilizing
a single tube. The reason for the .i.ncrea$ed rate of cir-
culation with a plurality of tubes is that the small di-
ameter of the tubes approximates to a closer degree the
average size of the bubble formed, so “that a geyser
effect takes place in each tube forcing the liquid fuel out
the top of the tube as the bubble rises. Furthermore,
with a plurality of tubes, bubble surges are random and
have very littIe effect on the reactivity. With a single
channel the presence of a series of bubbles produces
a surge in circulation, and allows neutrons to escape
more easily from the critical region, since the reflective
in f!u.ence .of the bubbles is considerably lower than that
of the liquid.

The length of the tubes is also important. The bubbles
are origins Uy formed as microscopic bubbles in the re-
action shell 17. As these bubbles rise in the tubes, they
coalesce to larger bubbles. The tubes must be long
enough so that sufficient time is available for this co-
alescence to become appreciable in order that the geyser
effect will function to circulate the liquid fuel. It has
been found that optimum circulation is obtained, at
an operating temperature of 100” C., if the tubes are
at least as long as the height of the reactioruegion, al-
though no appreciable adverse effect was found by re-
ducing the Iength the order of a few centimeters less
than the reaction regior@ height.

The diameter of the tubes has been found to be critical
if .maxirnum. circu~ation is desired. For the specific irr-
.%ance of. spherical_ reaction shell of abrmt 25 cm. di-
ameter, a tube length of about 25 cm. and .rm operat-
ing temperature of 100° C., the tube diameter which
gives .~aximurn efficiency in circulating the liquid fuel
is about 1 cm,. . .Further. it has- bee.o. fcmnd that this
diameter is not dependent upon the diameter of the
critical region.

.If the diameter of the tubes in the particular embodi-
ment being described is increased to greater than about
15 mm:, or is reduced to less than about 8 mm., it has
been found that an undesired effect on the circulation
rate results. The tubes 20 are preferably thin waIIed
stainless steel tubes of approximately equal length. In
the preferred embodiment shown in Figure 1 no pro-
vision has been made for a central control rod. How-
ever, if mrch a rod is desired, sevmal of the centrally
located tubes may be removed and a sleeve (not shown)
for the control rod inserted. Such a sleeve would ex-
tend upwardly through the gas recombining region and
top plate assembly.

The heat exchanger 22 consists of a series of flat
spaced coils of ‘As inch O. ~~, % inch ~.__~. stairdess.--=. .—-=—
steel tubing, the tube bundle. having a generally cyhn-
drical form. The heat exchanger 22 is manifolded in
flange 13a, and is connected to annular coolant .cIia.nnels
23 and 24. The heat exchanger inlet and outlet pipes
25 are evenly distributed around the interior surface
of the vessel 11, only two being shown for illustration
purposes. Coolant inlet 26 and coolant outlet 27 are
connected, respectively, to annular inlet channel 23 and
annular outlet channel 24, which are located in the bot-
tom SUrfdC~ of manifold plate 13a. The heat exchanger
22 is supported by the outlet and inlet pipes 2S which
are attached to-‘the top plate assembly 12, so that the
entire fileI coo~ing- apfmr@us may be removed with the
top plate assembly 12.

Above the upper-extremity of the heat exchanger 22
is a series of fine .rnesh scr_een b.aflles. 28 for pre~irig
splashing of the. liquid fuel upwardly into the re_corn-
biniri~~ re~on, aIId.. to get .a~, QU e@&rnenl aap for
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4
droplets of fuel forced upwardly by the geyser action
in the tube5 20.

The level 29 of the tiquid fuel during operation is
approximately equal to or slightly below the upper ex-
tremity of tubes. 20. ‘l”he heat exchanger area located
above the liquid level 29 .fu~- $@x, to condense the steam

fmd return it to the liqikl fue .
A liquid fuel inlet ~ipe 30 %i‘provided w~ridi k “iialed

to the top plate assernbIy 12 ~nd extends to the bottom
of.f.h~..in~e~~pr .of reactor 11. ‘f’hrough this inlet pipe,
the li@id fuel & intr~=uged ~nto. the reactor. The inlet
pipe ‘is connected through a control system (not shown)
to a storage tank (not shown). Thus the fgel may be
remuved from the reactor and stored at a remote, shielded
location, if qn~n~e~an.ce of. the reactor components is
required. Inlet pipe 30 also provides a means for adding
fissionable material, moderator, or other material to the
liquid fuel, as this may be required after operating the
reactor for some time.

The recornbiiser region~”ind~cal~d ginerally’ ~t’ [1 aid
supported by bracket 32, aqd it: arrrqgement isi de-
scribed. in copending app~ication Serial. No. 493,579 by
Harold.M. B~!sey, filed ~arch 10, 195S, entitled Method
and Apparatus for. Catalytical[~ Cornbinjn_g Gases,_ the
subject matter of which ‘i;””irichrporated herein by refer-
ence.

The reflector, slfielding and therrn~[. cqhunn cor@rqc-
tion and control afiaratus are also not descirbed here]n,
since the~s~ze and tfie of such Components are wqll

,Wwn..iu=tljs, art..,..
The. ~pper portion if the reactor vessel 11 qiay &... . . . . ..

enclosgd in.l””cobiant ‘jacket, not show~, ,to aid thp .gom-
vection circulation J.n the g?s recombing region, fl~d
the cold “le~ of””the fuel circulating rygiog. . ...- ... .

Between the vessel 11 and tlie re~ector, 33, a s~e~~~-~4. ..
is located which N. fabricated from a neutron absorbing
mater-la], such as cadmium, ~gron or similar material.
The sTeeye 34 is.~ovable parallel tQ. the axis of the vessel
11 by manual or automatic means (not shown) and “i
preferably supported by an electromagnet 35. 1P..@
manna M operation ‘of- thi- reactor can b~, c@rolled
by merely de-ene,~f.zing the dectrornagnet 35 which will
allow the slave’ 34-io ‘fa~~to”~ts bottom position thereby
$u.rrounding the critical region.14 and cutting off reflected
neutrons. : :_-

Critical region wd fuels

Various li&rid fuels such as, for example, solutions
or slurries; may be used in the reactor of the present
invention: These ‘include, but are not limited to,,, enr-
iched uranyI nitrate or uranyl sulphate in ordi,nary or
heavy water;-as well as liquid-fuels including plutonium
as the tissionabIe material. Only one specific example
will he given,’ although no limitation is thereby intended.

A solutioIs of enriched uranyl sulfate (UO$04) in
ordinary water having, for example, of the order of
0.5molar solution, is the preferred fuel concentration
for the reactor of the present invention. This type of
liquid fuel has been used in homogwremls reactors in
the past and many of its characteristics are known. ($ge
“An enriched homogeneous nirclear reactor,” Review “of
Scientific Ins&umeri~s. ‘vo[ume 22, No. 7, pages 489-499,
JuTy i951j and AEC1l--3287, Techilical Information Serv-
ice, Oak IUdgei Terinessee; 1952.)

The fissiorudblc component_ of the preferred fuel is
umrtium enriched in the ‘isotope W35 to a value of about
90. pCXCt31t. The “reflector r’riateria] may be of a ma-
terial well known “in the irrt as a nelltron rcfiector, such
as glapbite.

The configuration of the critical region is as a close
approximation one-half cylindrical and one-half spherjcal
Thus the critical size is determined. by cxtrapolatin~ be
twecn the criticaf Wze for a sphere and the critical s~~t
for a cylinder. Each of the% cdiulations, as well as
the extrapolation are well known in the art. SuCfI ‘cal-
culations are- performed in accordance with the generally
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accepted theory as described in Glasstone and Edlund,
“The Elements of Nuclear Reactor Theory;’ chapter
VIII (Van Nostrand Co., 1952).

By this analysis the approximate quantities and propor-
tions for the preferred liquid fuel are as follows:

Uranium------- 90 percent U235
Critical mass.. - 900 gm. U235
Operating mass- 2 Kg. U23S
Dimensions of

critical region-. One-half spherical with 25 cm. diam-
eter plus a cylinder 25 cm. {iameter
and 12 cm. high

Moderator ----- Normal water 15 liters
Reflector -_--.- Graphite (60 inch cube)

Utilizing this fuel solution the power output would
ripproximate 100 kw. with a maximum thermal flux of
the. order of 101~ ~eutron/sc.--crse csec. based upon ap-
proiirnately 7. kw./liter of solution.

Should heavy water be uti!ized as the moderator, the
dimensions of the critical region would have to be in-
creased accordingly, and this would about double the ther-
mal neutron flux at a given”pqwer lever. This would ne-
cessitate a decrease in the quantity of UZ3S required to
maintain a particular ‘power otrtput. It should be noted
that the term “water” m used herein, unless otherwise
specifically indicated, includes both normal water and
heavy water, and that enrichments of U~35 other than 90
percent are specifically contemplated.

Further, liquid materials other than water, for example,
Slurries, and low_ boiling point fused salts and organic
Iiqtids, such as, UF8, are specifically contemplated. The
term fissionable material, as used herein, means material
which readily undergoes fission when. bombarded by
thermal neutrons, i.. e., U233, Ua3$, or I%Z39. It should
also be not~ that the quantities and proportions pointed
out above are onIy approximate, and that the calculation
of the exact values depends upon the flux desired, the de-
sired operating power level, the size of the reactor, the
amount of effe.~ive poisoning components in the solution,
and the. moder~tor and reflector utilized, Thus, it is aP-
par.enl th.at.the exact physical meaning of “critical region”
will, depend upon a number of variable factors. How-
ever, hi any case this term necessarily implies a fuel-
moderator concentration in a critical geometry sufficient
to iir.itain ~. fission chain reaction, i. e., the effective
neutron multiplication factor is at least unity. In the
specific embodirnen~ being desctib~d, the entire region 14
with.iri tlie ves~l. .11 is the critical region, since the re-
action shell 17 merely functions as a flow diiecting baffle
h.avittg negligible neutronic thickness.

START-UP OPERATION

In starting up the reactor of the present invention the
sleeve 34 is raised to about the half-way position to allow
a portion of the neutrons reflected back to enter the
critical region.

The vessel 11 is then evacuated through pipe 36 by a
standard vacuum system not shown. The reactor of the
present invention is preferably operated with practically
all air removed. Although, tbi$. is not essenfifd to. oper-
ability, it has certain advantages, such as, the over-all
internal pressure during operation will be reduced, the
efficiqrcy of the. condensing surfaces will be increased, and
the high” water vapor content wig decrea$e the possibility
of explosions of “the oxygen-hydrogen mixtures resulting
from the radiolytic decomposition of the water moderator.

The liquid fuel is then introduced through inlet pipe 30.
As the fuel so!uti.on is introduced, various tests and cali-
brations are made in accordance with W.Wd wow
dures. After the level of the fuel has been naised tQ the
normal operating level 29, i. e., just below the top “of the
tube bundle 20, the input of fuel is stopped.

As. the sleeve 34- is raised further, the neutrons re-
flected bac~, into the critical region by the reflector, will
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6
cause the fissionable fuel to become at least critical, ~. e.i
the effective neutron multiplication will be at least one.
Thus, the liquid fuel will heat, since the fission process will
create heat. As the reactor begins to heat, the fissionable
liquid fuel will expand, so that its reactivity is reduced.
The effect is to maintain such a temperature that the
multiplication rate is always very nearly one. The fission-
able fuel concentration should be adjusted so that the
fully withdrawn position of the sleeve 34 represents tbe
desired maximum operating temperature, such as, for
example, 100° C.

Water is then introduced into heat exchanger 22 and
the cooling jacket. The effect of the water in the heat
exchanger is to increase the power output, since the re-
activity will be maintained at the same value. Thus,
it can be seen that the power level of the reactor is con-
trolled by @e amount of heat removed through the heat
exchanger, i, e,, the rate of water flow which may be
varied. The water in the heater exchanger is preferably
ordinary filtered city water (not refrigerated ) and pref-
erably flows through coolant inlet and outlet pipes 26
and 27 under ~rdinary city water pressure. The induced
radioactivity in the water, if it is of sufficient purity, will
be negligible and the water may be discarded afte,r a few
minutes delay.

FUEL CIRCULATION

The heat which is created in the critical region 14 will
heat the moderator to a temperature in excess of 100s C,
thereby forming steam bubbles within the reaction shell
17. ” The radiolytic dissociation of the water moderator
within the reaction shell will also form microscopic
bubbles which will move upwardly because of their buoy-
ancy. The upward movement of these bubbles, see
Figure 3, into the tubes 20 will result in the forcing of
liquid fuel out of the top of these tubes. Therefore, as
the liquid fuel heats, a current is crea&d by virtue of the
rising bubbles which will also be aided by the natural
convection circulation. In this manner the liquid fuel
wilf circulate from the reaction shell 17 up the tubes 20
down through the heat exchanger 22, where it is cooled,
through channel 19 and back into the reacti@r shell
through apertures. 18 where it will again be heated by the
critical reaction takhg place.

This arrangement. results in a rapid circulation of the
liquid fugl and dispenses with the complicatiims of
mechanical circulating systems, Furthermore, the ~actor
pow6r level will be unperturbed by the ripples or, the
geyser effect taking place on- the, liquid fuel surfac,e, since
the ciitical region is located. in a relatively remote place
with respect to the surface perturbations. The bubbles
formed witil.n the- liquid fuel will be. swept from the re-
action shell by the circulation before there ha$ been suf-
ficient time to appreciably affect the reactivity. ~is can
be seen by considering the fact that a complete circulation
cycle will take of the order of 5 secmds.

Thus the complicated control rod mechanisms, which
are required in prior art devices in order to maintain
accurate control of the neutrcm level, are not required
in the present inventiom.

The bubbles? both steam and gas, rising through the
tu@s .20 push the liquid fuel upwardly and eject it. out
of the. top of the tube where it falls back toward the ~ut-
side. This geyser action is rand.am, so that not all of. the
tubes ‘are firnctioning to circulate the fuel at the s.me
time. The tubes at the center. of the tube bundle will
fu@ion at the greatest rate, since a large part of the
bubbles in the liquid fuel in the reaction shell are formed
near ‘tie center “where the temperature is the highest.
Thiis Ihe et%iency of the fuel circulation at the center of
the T@ctioD region is higher than at the outside where
the. temperatures qre comparatively lower. In this man-,---
ne~ t@ hot_@st portion of the liquid fuel is the portion
which is c&culated the_ fastest, since bubble formation is
dependent. upon the temperature.
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The bubbles formed ‘at the .ceritei’ ~se ‘upwardly forc-

ing the fuel in the central tubes ‘out the “top. Th@velocity
of the fuel in the tubes 20 is considerably meater than
the velocity at any other point in the system.- Thus, this
higher velocity aids in geyser effect. Obviously, this
action is taking place in each of the tubes. Thus, it can
be seen that the number of tubes, i. e., the totaf area of
the tubes with respect to the cross sectional area of re-
action shell, are interrelated. It has been found that if
the total area of the tube bundle is from about one-third
to about one-half of the cross sectional area of the reac-
tion shell excellent efficiency results. However, it should
be noted that this relationship is not a rcqu&e_megt, since
it is within the purview of this invention to utiize a
cylindrical reaction shell having a diameter equal to the
diameter of the tube bundle.

The circulating fuel forced out ‘of the top of-the tubes
20 may be directed outwardly by a lip (not shown) on
the top of each tube. In this manner the fuel may be
moved into the heat exchanger region 22 where it will
ix cooled and circulated downwardly ~nto channel 19.

The fuel in channel 19 constitutes a portion of the
critical mass since the neutrons from the surrounding
reflector, as well as from the liquid fuel within the criti-
cal shell, will cause fision to take place. Thus, as the
fuel moves downwardly in channel 19, the heating
process has a!ready begun, and upon passage through
aperture 18 enters the hot leg of the circulation cycIe.

The reactor of the present invention may be operated
at a large range of temperatures, examples of which are
shown in the chart below.

Chart
.—.

Temperature . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 103” c. 130”c. .s43”c,

Liters ofsteam per liter of SOUPper
wmnd~t~kv . . . .. . . . . . . . ..rm.. 12.4 1.44 0.’20

Tubeleugtll.. -.--- . . . . . . . . . . ..cm.. 2s 25
Tube (liametcr.. --- . . . . . . . . . ..cm.. .8 to I,J .7 to 1.4 .6 to 1?

_.— —

It is apparent from ‘this chart &at the efficiency of the
circulation is dependent upon the operating temperature,
since the volume of steam producid is reduced with in-
creasing temperature and this volume. con&ols bubble
formation.. Further, since at the hi@er operating tem-
peratures the pressufe within the vessel is Klgher, the size
of the bubbles wilI vary with o~er@lug temperature.
Thus, after seIecting_the operatirig temperatfie; the tube
di~meter and length are determined. For a reactor
power. level of 300 kw. and a critical region ‘of 25 cm.
height, it is apparent from the chart that an increase in
operating temperature results in the riecWsity for a
smaller diameter tube in order to maintain the same rela-
tive circulation rate.

GAS CIRCtJLATION

The gases Iiberated by the radiolytic dissociation of the
water moderator and the moderator vapor move into
the area immediately above the sol@ion surface. Bafiles
28 function to prevent any liquid fuel from splashing or
otherwise reaching the recombirrer apparatus. The dis-
sociated gases and vapor flow into the chimney 31 where
they pass over a “catalyst. The catalyst func~ons to re-
combine the hydrogen and oxygen ga.i~s to form water.
During this recombination, “heat is liberated, whereby
the gases are caused to flow up the chirprrey 31. The
recombined gases and vapor flow Over the top of c&-
neY 31 into thecooling and condens~g channel. The
cooling action of the water jacket, and the. inlet pipes
condense the water vapor which is directed ba~k into ~e
fuel solution by bathes. Non-condensed gases pass into
the hot leg and continue about the conventiogyir~uit.

Thp recombiner-init operation- ii more Spe@cally de-
sgribed in the above referenced c@mling application
Ser. No. 493,579. By this me~od the dfssWiate~ rno&

8
erator gases are circulat&f over the recombining catrdyst
and are condensed without the use of circulating ma-
chinery. Furthermore, this arrangement makes it pos-
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sible to place the recombining unit within the same vessel
as the critical region thereby dispensing with burdensome
and hazardous handling of explosive radioactive gases.
The fact that the recombination takes place proximate to
the liquid fuel means that the shieldhg of the reacto~
also functions as a shield for the gas recombine. This
arrangement and association of components is more fully
described in cmpending application Ser. No. 500,710,
tiled ApriI 1t, 1955 by R. P. Hammond and Harold
M. Busey, entitled Homogeneous Nuclear Reactor, the
disclosure of which is istcorporated herein by reference.

CONTROL

The temperature of the liquid fuel @n be accurately
controlled by the proper positioning ~ the sleeve 34 or
the adjustment of the fissionable mater;al content of the
liquid fuel. The available reactivity may also be con-
trolled by using a““control rod, not shown, if desied.
However, the utilidion of a control rod will increase the
fuel reqtdretgents, and i; not required. The negative
temperat@ coefficient of+reactivity plus the absence of
perturbations.wiihln t%e critical re~on wilI result in good
neutrmi fitix stability.

An6ther method of coritroliing the reactivity of the pre-
ferred embodiment of_ the present invention i; by tie
addition or ~~~~vq~,,gf .wate~_ f~o=rn.the .-solution. ~.This,. .!.. .,
can be a~COrnpIIShed_by apparatus well..hown in the art,
See co-pending application Ser. No. 500,710 referred to
above.

One embodiment of _tie present invention which is
specifically contemplated is one in which there is no
recombination of gas~i withi-n the-.re.actor vessel.. 1!s this
e~bodiment. the heat exc~anger is located within the same
Pressure vessel as the critical reaction region, but is
not within the critical geometry, i. e., in thp same manner
as the preferred embodiment, and a plurality of tubes
20 @re utilized. Howevsr; the gas recombining appara-
tus or gas venting ap~ratys .would be in accordance with
the teachi~gs of-the piior art, i. e., located external to
the reactor vessel. Suc~ an embodiment. js shown in
Figure” 4 of “the attached cjra_wings @ereig. the parts
designiited ‘are the same as desciibed hereiribefore except
mat .a gas outlet 36 is ?rovided _in this_embod@nt so
that the radiolytically decomposed moderator gas can
be directed away from. the reactor .to a stack. or con-
ventional recombining apparatus, while the steam is con-
densed and returned to the rermtor.

The circulation of the liquid fuel by the method and
apparatus of the present_ invention is superior to prior
art systems, since. the operating temperature is higher,
the circulation rate is rgateriaily hcreased, reactivity
variations are reduced, no moving parts are required
within ‘the reactor vessel, aIl components are relatively
simple in design thereby facilitating maintenance and
replacement, and the inherent safety features of the
homog~ne~nts ‘reactor, i. e., negative temperature Co-
efficient of reactivity and ease of control, are utilized.

Thus, it is apparent that the preferred ‘ern.bodiment of
the present invention provides a system in which the
rate at’ wMch the fuel ,is circulated is dependent upon
the operating temperature. In thinnarmer there is, com-
plete power Wntrol of the nuclear. reactor.. This can
be seen by considering that the rate .at which me heat
is removed by the heat exchanging system will control
the power level of the reactor.

Further, it can be seen that the reactor of the present
invention’ has a-reduced, critical region dimension, since
the heat excharige~ “tia: been removed “from ti-s region
thereby eliminating nutron absorption in this area by
the heat exchanger. This Iocatiori- ai”ti reduces the
radioactivity of the coolant, because the coolant is not
kwated in the highest flux region. As a result, the coolant
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requires less safety precautions because of the lower
induced radioactivity and the resulting shorter decay
period to tolerable levels.

It is also apparent that the reactor of the present in-
vention may be easily removed from its operating loca
tion, since all connections are made at the top of the
vessel, thereby facilitating disconnection. Furthermore,
all internal components are suspended from the top plate
assembly so that removal for replacement or repair may
be easily accomplished.

The preferred embodiment of the present invention
utilizing a liquid fuel of uranyl sulfate and normal water
does not require extensive corrosion protection of the
reactor vessel or component parts. However, such cor-
rosion protection in the form of gold, silver, platinum or
similar material may be required for fuels other than
the preferred liquid fuel.

It is, therefore, apparent that the present invention
provides a novel arrangement and association of parts
which results in a nuclear reactor having a simple yet
efficient circulating system. While presently preferred
embodiments of the invention have been described, it
is clear that many other modifications may be made with-
out departing from the scope of the invention. Therefore,
the present invention is not limited by the foregoing
description, but solely by the appended claims.

What is claimed is:
1. A homogeneous nuclear reactor comprising a vessel

containing in combination a volume of liquid nuclear fuel
including a fissionable material and a liquid moderator,
means for attaining nuclear criticality in a region of criti-
cality in said liquid fuel, and means including a plurality
of small diameter vertically disposed tubes extending
upwardly from said region of criticality to provide circu-
lation of said liquid fuel from said region of criticality,
said tubes producing a geyser effect for forcing liquid
fuel out the top of said tubes when said liquid fuel is
heated, said volume of liquid fuel having a level below
the upper extremity of said tubes and above said critical
region, and a channel for returning liquid fuel from
the top of said tubes to said region of criticality.

2. A homogeneous nuclear reactor comprising a vessel
containing in combination a volume of liquid nuclear fuel
including a fissionable material and a liquid moderator,
means for attaining nuclear criticality in a region of
criticality in said liquid fuel, and means inchlding a plu-
rality of small diameter vertically disposed tubes ex-
tending upwardly from said region of criticality to
provide circulation of said liquid fuel from said region
of criticality, said tubes having a length about equal to
the height of said region of criticality and producing a
geyser effect for forcing liquid fuel out the top of said
tubes when said liquid fuel is heated, said volume of
liquid fuel having a level below the upper extremity of
said tubes and above said critical region, and a channel
for returning liquid fuel from the top of said tubes to said
region of criticality.

3. A homogeneous nuclear reactor comprising a vessel
containing in combination a volume of liquid nuclear
fuel including a fissionable material and a liquid modera-
tor, means for attaining nuclear criticality in a region
of criticality in said liquid fuel, and means including a
plurality of small diameter vertically disposed tubes
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10
extending upwardly from said region of criticality to
provide circulation of said liquid fuel from said region
of criticality, said small diameter tubes having a length
about equal to the height of said region of criticality, said
tubes having a diameter the same order of magnitude as
the diameter of the bubbles, formed during the heating
of the liquid fuel in said region of criticality, upon reach-
ing the upper portion of said tubes, said tubes producing
a geyser effect for forcing liquid fuel out of the top of said
tubes when said liquid fuel is heated, said liquid fuel
having a Ievel below the upper extremity of said tubes
and above said critical region, and a channel for returning
liquid fuel from the top of said tubes to said region of
criticality.

4. A homogeneous nuclear reactor comprising a vessel
containing in combination a voIume of liquid nuclear
fuel including a fissionable material and a liquid modera-
tor, means for attaining nuclear criticality in a region of
criticality in said liquid fuel, and means including a plu-
rality of small diameter vertically disposed tubes to
provide circulation of said liquid fuel in said region
of criticality from said region of criticality, said tubes
extending upwardly from a flow directing bafflle located
in said region of criticality, said tubes being located above
said region of criticality, said tubes and said bafille
being spaced from the walls of said vessel thereby formi-
ng a channel for returning the liquid fuel from the top
of said tubes, said tubes producing a geyser effect for
forcing liquid fuel out the top of said tubes when said
liquid is heated, said volume of liquid fuel having a
level below the upper extremity of said tubes and above
said critical region.

5. A homogeneous nuclear reactor comprising a vessel
containing in combination a volume of liquid nuclear fuel
including a fissionable material and a liquid moderator,
means for attaining nuclear criticality in a region of
criticality in said liquid fuel, and means inckrding a phr-
rality of small diameter vertically disposed tubes to
provide circulation “of said liquid fuel in said region of
criticality from said region of criticality, said tubes ex-
tending upwardly from a flow directing bathe located in
said region of criticality, said tubes being located above
said region of criticality, said tubes and said baffle being
spaced from the walk of said vessel, thereby forming a
channel for returning the liquid fuel from the top of said
tubes to said regions of criticality, said tubes producing
a geyser effect for forcing liquid fuel out the top of
said tubes when said liquid is heated, said volume of
liquid fuel having a level below the upper extremity of
said tubes and above said critical region, heat exchanger
means located in said channel, said plurality tubes having
a length about equal to the height of said region of
criticality and a diameter of the same order of magnitude
as the diameter of the bubbles, formed during the heating
of the liquid fuel in said region of criticality, upon reach-
ing the upper portion of said tubes.
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